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This paper attempts to investigate the Chinese language spoken in Korea throughout its 
history. The Yān 燕 variety of late Old Chinese was presumably the first dialect that was spoken 
in the Chinese community in Wèi Mǎn Joseon 卫满朝鲜, as early as the second century B.C.E. It 
was soon followed by the northern dialects of the Hàn 汉 Dynasty, which was dominant for the 
next several centuries until the fourth century C.E. when Lèlàng 乐浪, the last Hàn commandery 
collapsed. 

A more extensive contact between China and Korea took place when Silla 新罗, in the 
southeastern part of peninsula, allied with Táng 唐 to reunify the country. The allied forces of 
Silla and Táng defeated Baekje 百济 in 660 and finally subdued Goguryeo 高句丽 in 668. After 
a number of political disagreements, the Táng withdrew their forces from the peninsula in 676, 
leaving Silla in full control of the unified state. Where the majority of the Chinese soldiers in the 
Silla-Táng alliance were enlisted is still subject to further investigation. The most plausible 
hypothesis is from somewhere near the Korean peninsula, because approximately 130,000 
soldiers left from Láizhōu 莱州, Shāndōng 山东 and landed the west coast of Baekje by 1,900 
warships under the commander Sū Dìngfāng 苏定方, a native of Wǔyì 武邑, Jìzhōu 冀州, 
modern Héběi 河北. Accordingly, one can speculate that the majority of Táng soldiers might 
have spoken the northern dialects of China, such as Shāndōng and Héběi. 

Around the turn of the twentieth century, a small group of merchants from eastern 
Shāndōng migrated to Korea, along with a troop dispatched by the Qíng 请 government. As the 
population of ethnic Chinese increased in Korea in later decades, the eastern Shāndōng dialects 
and Taiwanese-accented Mandarin became the prevalent Chinese dialects in Korea for much of 
the twentieth century. It was because the instructional language at the schools for the ethnic 
Chinese was Taiwanese-accented Mandarin under the circumstances that the textbooks were 
supported by Taiwanese government and many teachers received their higher education in 
Táiwān. 

A drastic change, however, took place after Korea normalized its diplomatic relations with 
the P.R.C. in 1992. Since then, a number of Korean Chinese have moved to Korea, and so that 
the northeastern Mandarin spoken by this population has become the most widely spoken 
Chinese dialect in contemporary Korea. Over all, this paper concludes that the Chinese dialects 
spoken in Korea were northern dialects throughout its history due to geographical reason. 
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